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Abstract Computed tomography (CT) frequently is used

to determine torsional abnormalities. However, its use in

clinical practice may be limited. We present a new method

for measuring tibial torsion using conventional radio-

graphs. We compared the method with several clinical

methods and with CT measurement in 44 lower extremities

of 25 subjects. The radiographic method agreed well with

all of the clinical methods, and this agreement was better

than agreement between CT and clinical examination. The

best agreement was between thigh-foot angle and the

radiographic method. The proposed radiographic mea-

surement is a practical method for evaluation of tibial

torsion in outpatient clinics without the need for special-

ized equipment.

Level of Evidence: Level II, diagnostic study. See the

Guidelines for Authors for a complete description of levels

of evidence.

Introduction

Tibial torsion is a term used to describe the physiologic

twist of the distal relative to the proximal articular axis of

the tibial bone in the transverse plane around its longitu-

dinal axis [2, 4]. The first description of tibial torsion was

made at the beginning of the 20th century [8, 12]. Subse-

quently, numerous authors have described various

anthropometric, clinical, and radiographic methods to

determine tibial torsion, including direct measurement of

cadaver bones [7, 22], clinical assessment of patients’

limbs [5, 11, 18], and several imaging techniques using

plain films [7, 15], fluoroscopy [2], CT [3, 8, 9, 13, 19],

MRI [16], and ultrasound [6].

The most accurate technique for measuring tibial torsion

is anthropometric measurement on necropsy specimens.

Although this approach is useful for establishing normative

data, it cannot be used clinically [8]. Normative values also

have been reported using an anthropometer, which is a

device using a fixed marker on the tibial tuberosity and a

goniometer to measure the position of the malleoli [11, 14].

However, difficulty in centering the instrument on the

mobile patella or the tibial tubercle decreases the accuracy

of these methods [8]. In clinical practice, well-established

indirect clinical methods include measurements of thigh-

foot angle (TFA) and the thigh-transmalleolar angle

(TMA) [10, 17]. However, these two measures rely on

individual judgment rather than truly objective criteria and

they depend in part on the particular posture assumed by

the patient at the time [12].

No conventional radiographic technique for routine

assessment of tibial torsion has yet gained acceptance.

With the development of whole-body CT, it has been

possible to accurately measure torsional deformities [8, 9].

However, its use in practice is limited because of expense,
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radiation, and availability. MRI and ultrasound also are

impractical for most orthopaedic outpatient clinics. How-

ever, routine AP and lateral ankle and/or leg radiographs

frequently are required for patients assessed in orthopaedic

outpatient clinics because of lower-limb complaints.

We therefore describe a method using plain radiographs

and the TMA for determining tibial torsion and compare

the method with various clinical methods and CT.

Materials and Methods

We made all measurements on 25 healthy volunteers (44

lower extremities) between September 2007 and January

2008. Volunteers were selected from hospital personnel

and patients seen in orthopaedic outpatient clinics. We

excluded subjects with a history of tumor, the presence of

lower-leg congenital or acquired deformities, and leg-

length discrepancies. There were five women and 20 men.

The measurements were made unilaterally in six (two right,

four left) and bilaterally in 19 subjects. The average age of

the subjects was 35.8 years (range, 24–50 years). All

subjects signed an informed consent form that had been

approved by the institution’s human subjects review board.

The subjects were assessed clinically and radiographi-

cally. Clinical evaluation included determination of the

TFA and TMA using the prone goniometric method (TFA

and TMA) [10, 17] and the footprint method (TMA) [5].

For the prone goniometric method, the patient was posi-

tioned prone, the knee on the side to be measured flexed

90�, and the ankle positioned in neutral dorsiflexion/plantar

flexion. Care was taken to assure relaxation of the patient’s

leg to eliminate tibiofibular rotation by the hamstring

musculature during the measurements. We used a 1�-

increment, manual goniometer with 30-cm arm length to

take the measurements. We defined the TFA as the angular

difference between the axis of the foot and the axis of the

thigh. To measure TMA, we first marked the center point

of each malleolus with a marking pen and these points were

joined by a line across the plantar aspect of the heel, which

approximated the transmalleolar axis (Fig. 1). The TMA

was defined as the angular difference between the lines

projected toward the heel at right angles to the transmal-

leolar axis and the axis of the thigh.

The TMA also was measured with the footprint method

[5]. The patient sat on an examining couch with the knee

positioned at 90� flexion, the hip in neutral rotation, the

tibial tubercle and patella facing forward, and the foot

supported on a stool. The knee axis corresponded to the

tibial transcondylar line, which was parallel to the edge of

the examining couch. A piece of ruled paper was placed

under the foot. The lines on the paper were parallel to the

edge of the examining couch and perpendicular to the long

axis of the thigh. The position of the malleoli projected

downward onto the ruled paper using a small set square

while the lines of the paper were aligned with the knee

axis. A line was drawn between the two projected points of

the malleoli and the angle was measured between this line

and any line on the paper as TMA.

For the CT measurements [8], we used a LightSpeed Pro

16 model multislice scanner (General Electric Medical

System, Milwaukee, WI). The patient was positioned

supine and adhesive tape was used to stabilize the feet and

thighs. The proximal reference line was determined by

taking the axis through the widest transverse condylar

diameter. The distal reference line was the transverse axis

through the lower end of the tibia, which bisects the AP

diameter and also passes through the anterior half of the

lateral malleolus. The angle between these two axes was

measured as TMA.

The radiographic evaluation was made with a digital

radiograph (Axiom Aristos; Siemens AG, Erlangen,

Germany). The patient was positioned supine. We took AP

and lateral radiographs of the leg from a distance of

approximately 100 cm. For AP radiographs of the leg, care

was taken to centralize the patella. For lateral radiographs

Fig. 1 The photograph shows measurement of the TMA by the prone

goniometric method.
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of the leg, the patient was placed in a lateral decubitus

position with the measured side down and the knee was

flexed 90� while the ankle was in neutral position. Care

was taken that the lateral border of the thigh and the leg

was in contact with the table (Fig. 2). The tibiotalar joint

line was determined on the AP radiograph (Fig. 3A). We

drew lines tangential to the medial and lateral malleoli and

perpendicular to the tibiotalar joint line. The length

between these two lines (a) was measured (Fig. 3A). On

the lateral radiographs, the tibiotalar joint line was drawn

between the anterior and posterior edges of the distal tibial

articular surface. The lower ends of the medial and lateral

malleoli were identified and the lines from these points,

which were perpendicular to the tibiotalar joint line, were

drawn. The length between these two lines (b) was mea-

sured (Fig. 3B). It was not always possible to identify the

exact position of the medial and lateral malleoli on the

lateral radiograph. In that situation, the middle points of

the tibia and fibula in two different levels were determined

on the lateral radiograph and the lines between these points

were drawn. These two lines approximated the position of

the malleoli at the ankle. The length between these two

lines at the tibiotalar joint level was measured in the sag-

ittal plane (Fig. 3C). These measurements in frontal and

sagittal planes were transferred to the transverse plane

assuming a and b were the orthogonal borders of a triangle.

Fig. 2A–B The photographs show

the position of the patient during

(A) AP and (B) lateral radiographic

examinations.

Fig. 3A–C The radiographs show

the measurements on the (A) frontal

and (B) sagittal planes. (C) The

lateral radiograph shows the mea-

surement on the sagittal plane for a

patient in whom it was not possible

to determine the exact position of

the malleoli.
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We defined the hypotenuse of this triangle as the trans-

malleolar axis (Fig. 4A). The TMA (a) can be computed

with a trigonometric calculation using a simple handheld

calculator. In the current study, it was measured on graph

paper with a goniometer (Fig. 4B).

All but the radiographic measurement were made by the

same investigator. To examine reliability of the radio-

graphic method, measurements were made twice with

2-week intervals independently by the first and last authors.

Intraobserver and interobserver measurement variations

were defined as the difference between the two measure-

ments of one observer and the difference between two

measurements of two observers, respectively. The mean

differences of the intraobserver and interobserver mea-

surements were 1.2� ± 0.9� (range, 0�–4�) and 2.2� ± 1.4�
(range, 0�–6�), respectively. The radiographic measure-

ment method had intraobserver and interobserver intraclass

correlation coefficients of 0.869 (95% confidence interval,

0.770–0.926) and 0.768 (95% confidence interval,

0.691–0.868), respectively.

We computed descriptive statistics (mean and standard

deviation). Dunnett’s test was used to compare the mea-

surement methods. Differences between the clinical and

radiographic measurement methods were determined by

Mann-Whitney U test. Intraclass correlation coefficients

and 95% confidence intervals were used to determine the

agreement between measurement methods and intraob-

server and interobserver reliability of the radiographic

measurement method. The statistical analysis was per-

formed using the NCSS 2007 program (NCSS Statistical

Software, Kaysville, UT).

Results

The mean TMA measured radiographically was 10.05� ±

3.06� (range, 2�–17�) (Table 1). The radiographic mea-

surement agreed well (p = 0.498) with the TFA, whereas

the CT measurement agreed well (p = 0.358) with the

TMA measured clinically (Table 2). The angles measured

with CT were greater (p = 0.001) than the angles mea-

sured radiographically.

Correlation between CT and clinical measurement

methods was lower than correlation between radiographic

and clinical measurement methods (Table 3). The intra-

class correlation coefficient between the radiographic and

CT measurement methods was 0.63 (95% confidence

interval, 0.32–0.79). We found the best agreement between

the TFA and the TMA was measured radiographically.

Fig. 4A–B (A) The transverse CT scan shows the geometric

relationship between the measurements on the frontal (a) and sagittal

(b) planes. (B) The TMA (a) can be measured on checkered paper

with a goniometer.

Table 1. TMA measured by each method

Method TMA

TFA 11.25� ± 3.17� (2�–22�)

Prone TMA 15.80� ± 5.20� (2�–30�)

Footprint method 13.05� ± 5.14� (5�–23�)

Radiographic measurement 10.05� ± 3.06� (2�–17�)

CT measurement 21.93� ± 8.36� (5�–40�)

Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation, with range in

parentheses; TMA = thigh-transmalleolar angle; TFA = thigh-foot

angle; CT = computed tomography.

Table 2. Comparison of the methods according to Dunnett’s multi-

ple comparison test

Compared methods p Value

TFA–prone TMA 0.001

TFA–footprint method 0.430

TFA–radiographic measurement 0.498

TFA–CT measurement 0.001

Prone TMA–footprint method 0.128

Prone TMA–radiographic measurement 0.001

Prone TMA–CT measurement 0.358

Footprint method–radiographic measurement 0.037

Footprint method–CT measurement 0.001

Radiographic measurement–CT measurement 0.001

TFA = thigh-foot angle; TMA = thigh-transmalleolar angle; CT =

computed tomography.
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The differences between CT and clinical measurement

methods were greater (p = 0.0001) than the differences

between radiographic and clinical measurement methods

(Table 4).

Discussion

Tibial torsion is defined as the relationship between the

axis of rotation of the knee (flexion/extension) and the

transmalleolar axis [17]. Previously reported radiographic

methods to make this assessment [7, 15] generally are

complicated and have not gained general clinical accep-

tance. These methods involve axial projection of the tibia

with the patient in a sitting position. The results are con-

sidered unreliable and not reproducible because the

reference points are uncertain [2]. We therefore developed

a method using plain radiographs and the TMA for deter-

mining tibial torsion and compared the method with

various clinical methods and CT. Our method differs from

previous measurement methods because the evaluation of

TMA is performed on frontal and sagittal planes. This

geometric relationship can be introduced by taking AP and

lateral radiographs in appropriate positions.

There are several limitations to this study. Our study

group did not consist of patients with lower-leg deformi-

ties. There may be some difficulty evaluating patients with

conventional radiographs because it may be difficult to

obtain standard radiographs in appropriate positions. All

subjects in our study were adults; similar measurements

can be made in children although we cannot ensure the data

presented would be similar. The evaluation of tibial torsion

with CT is based on a measurement in the transverse plane

that can decrease the value of this method in children

because of incomplete ossification [2]. However, epiphysis

lines do not interfere with the evaluation of TMA in the

presented measurement method. Using this radiographic

method in heavy patients may be difficult. Excessive soft

tissue around the distal femur can prevent obtaining stan-

dard radiographs. Because of these limitations, we consider

our study preliminary. Additional studies are needed to

validate the use of this new method for patients who are

skeletally immature, obese, or have coexisting sagittal or

coronal plane deformities and to establish normative data

with the method.

Tibial torsional abnormalities are considered possible

causes of lower extremity disorders in adults, such as

osteoarthritis [21], patellofemoral instability [20], and

Osgood-Schlatter disease [20]. They also are responsible

for gait abnormalities in childhood, such as toeing in or

toeing out [18]. In most of these cases, routine AP and

lateral radiographs are required. The proposed radiographic

measurement method may help make an initial evaluation

of tibial torsion and decrease consequent need for CT.

TFA and TMA are used in clinical practice to provide an

estimation of underlying tibial torsion. TFA is a composite

measurement that reflects rotation of the tibia and hind part

of the foot [17]. However, it is easier to measure than TMA

and is accepted as the most practical measurement method

of tibial torsion. The average values of TFA and TMA are

reportedly 10� (range, –5� to +30�) and 20� (range, 0� to

+45�), respectively, with the mean value and the normal

ranges of TMA being greater than those of TFA [17].

Another clinical measurement method for TMA is the

footprint method [5]. The reported average value of TMA

according to the footprint method was 12.6�. An error up to

5� is typical for goniometric measurements in normal

subjects and a change of greater magnitude may be con-

sidered real [19]. Our clinical measurement results were

similar to reported results but with no differences between

each other, except TFA and TMA. However, a mean dif-

ference of 4� to 5� may not be clinically important,

particularly because it is within measurement error.

Table 3. Agreement between clinical and CT and radiographic

measurement methods

Clinical

measurement

method

Intraclass correlation coefficient

(95% confidence interval)

CT measurement Radiographic

measurement

TFA 0.43 (0.31–0.68) 0.81 (0.66–0.89)

Prone TMA 0.73 (0.50–0.85) 0.70 (0.50–0.83)

Footprint method 0.67 (0.40–0.82) 0.71 (0.47–0.84)

CT = computed tomography; TFA = thigh-foot angle; TMA =

thigh-transmalleolar angle.

Table 4. Differences between clinical and CT and radiographic measurement methods

Clinical measurement method CT measurement* Radiographic measurement* Mann-Whitney U test p Value

TFA 10.68� (7.64�) -1.48� (2.37�) 164 0.0001

Prone TMA 6.14� (6.46�) -6.02� (3.4�) 125.5 0.0001

Footprint method 8.88� (6.87�) -3.00� (4.00�) 153 0.0001

* Values are expressed as means, with standard deviations in parentheses; CT = computed tomography; TFA = thigh-foot angle; TMA =

thigh-transmalleolar angle.
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There is general agreement that all clinical and radio-

graphic methods for measuring tibial torsion allow only an

approximation that ranges up to 15� from the true value [8].

For this reason, a technique using CT was developed with

the goal of achieving the same accuracy as the direct

measurements in necropsy specimens. In one study [1]

comparing clinical methods with CT, the authors con-

cluded goniometric measurements did not differ from the

CT method of the determination of intraindividual torsional

differences. Another study suggested goniometric mea-

surements were within 5� to 10� of the CT measurements

[19]. Our radiographic and clinical measurements, includ-

ing TFA and the footprint method, were different from the

CT measurements, with an average difference between

radiographic and CT measurements of 12�. Therefore, the

accuracy of our new radiographic method is not equal to

that obtained with CT. However, our radiographic method

agreed well with all of the clinical methods, and this

agreement was better than agreement between CT and

clinical examination.

The use of CT involves complicated and expensive

equipment, which is not regularly available [2]. Otherwise,

its use in practice may be limited because of the need for

sedation or general anesthesia in the young child. It also may

be of limited value in children because of incomplete ossi-

fication and disturbance of the image caused by implants and

external fixation devices, especially at the level of the ankle

[2, 17]. Precise, safe, and practical measurement of the tibial

torsion is needed for clinical decision-making. The proposed

radiographic measurement, which has results similar to

those observed in previous clinical measurement studies, is a

practical and reproducible method for evaluation of tibial

torsion and can be used in orthopaedic outpatient clinics

without the need for specialized equipment.
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